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strat n rates and at dynamic (failure in 2 to 10 milliseconds) stain rates to
"simulate gun launch conditions. The quasi static results will be used to
model conditions as the mterial is cooled from the melt and the dynamic
results vill be available to model the response to gun launch conditions. Two
variations of Composition 3 were also studied in which the TNT purity, the RDX
particle size, and the wax content were varied.

The results indicate that Coup B Is stronger and stiffer than TNT for all
conditions of measurements used. In add~tion, the yield strength under the
confined condition of the triaxial test Is larger than the uniaxial coapres-
sive strength as expected for brittle materials. Both the yield strength and
the compressive strength decrease with increasing temperature and decreasing
"strain rate. The results are discussed in term of known mechanisms of
mechanical failure.
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INTRODUCT ION

The mechanical properties of Composition 5 (Comp 1) and trIuitrut)l1 w-.e
(TNT) have been attulleJ in compression as a function of temperAture .4t tw, oitr.til
rate Trinitrotoluene .is an organic plycry-talline soll., a", Comp 5 iN A
cusposite of TWr and cyclotrimethylene trtnitramine (RDX), R')X ali,) being a p)ly-
crystalline solid of higher melting temperature than TNT. r,)mp R Iq %a&-r up of
1Q.4% TNT, $9.6% RDX, and 1% wax. Both Coup I and TNT can be loAdrd by caut$,m•
fru the melt (TNT). T*e mechanical properties of both exrilosives are needed to
under#tand these materials, to model the thermal strains et.., introduc'e.I m,
cooling from melt, and also to model the behavior during artillery launch conil-
"tions. Quasi static meatsrements have been made to obtain the parameters ne.ded,
for modeling the explosives as they cool from the melt and dynamic aedium rate
meamureuants have been made to obtain parameters In the artillery launch time
frame. The elastic constants are neev.ed for modeling and. in addition, the
failure criteria, e.g. the uniaxial compressive strengths, are needed. mrchani-
cal failure can lead to crack anrs void, formation In the quasi static time frame
and this can lead to ignition and premature* in the dynamic time frame. S,",.
calculations have already been made for the launch time frame using the available
elastic constants and failure criteria. However, no one Las calculated the ther-
%al etrain introduced on cooling from the melt. Calculations vill be made to
determine the best condition for cooling from the melt to give the minimum amount
of thermal strain induced by cooling and thus give the best cast.

The mechantcal properties of Comp B have alao been studied as a function of
composition in an effort to determine the effects of changes in compisitIon.
Thus, studies have been made as a functioa of RDX particle size, TNT p.;rity and
with and vithout wax. Measurements have been ai.-de uf TNT both for a reference
for Coup B and because TNT is an Important explisive itself.

SComposition B and TNT are very brittle materials and are much weaker in
tension than compression. In addition, these materials fail at a lover value of
stress if they are unconfined than if they are confined. Thus., me.surements have
"been made to obtain the uniaxial compressive strengths (unconfined) and the tri-

"" axial yield strengths (cor.fined) to place lVmits on the failure criteria.
4... Becaise of voids and porosity in the casts, there are free surfaces to faIl.

Measurements were made as a function of temperature at a higher rate resulting in
failure in 2 to 10 milliseconds so as to obtain information for the modeling of
the explosive during artillery launch.

BACKGROUND

Uniaxial

The mchanical properties of Comp B and of TNT loaded unlaxially in cospr,,q-
sion were measure•, aq a function of temperature and strain rate. Alt•ough luhri-
rcition was u edt to n:iimi:e friction between the s.wple ends and the cross ,



S* w•ih a•pulie• comupressional loadinj, frictional forces c Ald only be mrntitI.
Thus, the stresses are not strictly uniaxial especially near the sample ens.
However. as a first approximation the state of stress is referred to in the fol-
loving .as untaxtal. The effects of frictional stress on the sample end# Is also
consijered in the Discussion Section.

In unaxial compression these materials fail in a brittle manner. The coo-
pressive strength is the stress at which this brittle failure occurs, and it
appears a9 a .aximum, on the stress versus strain curve (see fig. 1). Th- strain

* which corresponds to this peak stress is also reported. The strest versus strain
curves for these materials are temperature and rate depenent but goen.lly con-
slist of an initial straight line portiono The slope of this initial portion of

. the curve was taken as Young's modulus (see fig. 1).

Triaxial

The unlaxtal compressive strength of these brittle materials is apparently
'• dependent on flaws such as cracks or voids where stress concentrations can

develop and failure apparently takes place by crack propagation. This type of
brittle failure is not observed if crack propagation is hindered by triaxial
confinement (see fig. 3) and experimental techniques have been used to determine
the mechanical properties of brittle matRrials under triaxial loading (ref 1).

SBy using triaxial loading, it is possible to determine the yield strength, in
addition to the elastic constants, and one type of triaxial loading has been used
to study Cc-p 3, TNT, and other similar materials over a range of temperatures

--.*.*- and strain rates (ref 2). The sam general experimental techniques are used in
this work.

The stress strain relationships can be written as:

ci I S ij (1)

where the ci are the strains, aj tcre the stresses and Sij arp. the elastic cos-
pliances. For tri axial loading normal to the surface In three orthogonal direc-
tions taken a" the x, y, and z axes and for an isotopic material, equations
I reduce to:

"x nSIlOx + S12 G y + S12 as (2s)

S12 0 + SI, ty + S12 o0 (2b)

Ez S1 2 Ox + S1 2 ay + S11 as (2c)

"where it can bp shown that Young's modulus E and Poisson's ration v are:

2



E - I/Sl (30a)

v a - S-21SI,

The sign convention taken here is that v is a positive number. For the trtaxial
experimental procedure used here, & cylindrtcally shaped specimen is enclosed In
a close fitting. thick-.all steel tube and compressed along the z axis as shown
in figure 2. A tight fit between the specimen satd the steel tube is obtained by
increasing the temperature a few degrees until a hoop strain is observed on the
outer wall of the steel tube. This occurs because the sample has a higher coef-

: ficient of thermal expansion than the steel. Since the steel tube is much stif-
"fer than the test specimen, the strains in the i end y direction are negligible.
Also. from cylindrical symmetry:

A a a Y0 a R (4)

*6 Using this idonttty and rx -y a 0 equation (5) it obtained from either equation

2a or 2b.

V

ORO -v OA
wvhere CA a oz• This eqtL.tion shows that the slope of the radial stress versus

axial stress curve In the elastic regkon is determined by Poisson's ratio (see

"•fig. 3). Solving for v In terms of this slope a gives:

i.
14S -' (6 )

where a - d&R/dOA

Furthermore, If we substitute equation 3 fito equation 2c, use equations 4 and 5,
and solve for the elastic modlus, we obtain

2

Thus, after obtaining v from the slope of the cR versus aA curve, the .no.1uILs cXan
be obtained from the slope of the axial (z direction) stre:; ver;us stril.i cur.,,

"'" (iee fig. 4).

These eq,.ltiars apply to a material which is in in el.tat1c st!te of ý;tr..•.
Vider cot.tinz.,d art!on nf an applied axial strets the material will eveIt,:i:'2'

3



7

undergo a transition from an elastic to a plastic state. This transition is
charactertzed by a yield point. Various criteria can be used to determine
yield. The von Mises criteris is used here, and can be stated as follows (ref
1):

-2 2 2 1/2• Ox a1/ oy) + (OX " - 0 ) + (a y - az) (8)

21/2 I )

where Y Is the yield strength. Using equation 4, this reduces to

• "Y -o (9)
A ft

These considerations Indicate that the radial versus axial stress curve will have
a break, with the initial or elastic region being determined by equation 5 and

S"• •" the yield region determined by equation 9 (see f 1g. 3). Under ideal circum-
stances the yield strength can be found by taking the difference between CA and
OR anywhere along the curve after the transition has occurred. in the work
reported here, the yield strength, Y, was taken as the intercept on the OA axis
of the straight line portion of the a versus 'A curve given by equation 9.

EXPERIMENTAL

Loading Apparatus

The mechanical properties experiments described in this report were per-
formed using a medium rate, high load, servo-hydraullc system assembled for this

.4 "Installation by the WTS Corporation. A schematic of the system is shown in
figure 5. A compressive or tensile load can be applied to a test specimen by
hydraulically moving the actuator rod up or down. The system can apply a force
of up to 35,000 pounds and can achieve a maximum free run velocity of up to 4,800
inches per minute. Strain rates In the range up to 10/sec can be obtained for
explosive samples of the size used in this work. Failure of a test specimen can
be achieved in approximately 2 to 5 milliseconds.

The operation of the apparatus is controlled by a PDP 11/03 microcomputer,
with a memory of 16K available for running programs. A dual drive floppy disk
system Is also available providing an additional 228K of memory for data and
prog: 1m storage. Any desired load-time, displacement-time, or strain-time pro-

-:' file w'thin the limits of the system can be programmed into the computer and
S•applied to a test specimen. The computer also controls datce acquisition, data

"analysis, data d., lay, hard copy generation, and data transfer to the massptlirge device. The electronics and control parts of the apparatus are Isodated
-phytilrly from the eletronite system that loars the test specimen such that

.. cplosives and propellants can be tested safely.

%4



A linear variable differential transformer (LVVT) measures the displacesent
of the actuator rod and a load cell is used to measbure the applied force.
Amplifiers are available for three nets of strain gage cIrcutio. Compressive or
tensile loads can be applied to a test spezitwn using appropriate grips atd
fixtures. The compression platens and tensila fixtures are enclosed In a larj:e
insulated chimber for temperature conditioning. The air in this chamber is
either heated electrically or cooled by bloving solid carbon dioxide Into the
chamber. A control thermocouple regulates the flow of current to the heater or
of coolant into the chamber to achieve and maintain the desired temperature.

Uniaxial Experiments

In order to measure uniaxial compressive properties of Coop B and TINT,
cylindrically siaped test specimens are first coated on their end faces with a

'thin film of graphite powder In order to ainiexe binding and friction at thie
"compression faces. The test specimens are placed on the top, face of the actuator
rod for temperature conditioning. Thermocouples are attac;ed to the top and
bottom of each specimen, and A thermocouple is 3uspended in the air right next to
the specimen. These tccperatures are monitored until equilibrium at the desired
test temperature is achieved. For extremely high temperatures heating tape is
wrapped around the metal parts Lo bring them to the desired temperature more

"'- quickly.

When the desired test temperature is achieved the test specimen !s slowly
Sbrought into contact with the upper platen. A small pre-stress of approximately

50 psi is applied to the speciaen. A displacement versus time profile is then
programmed into the computer and applied to the test specimen.

"Triaxial Experiments

The experimental arrangement for measuring the yield strength under radial
confinement it shown in figure 2. The confining test cylinder is made of har-
dened steel. The length of the cylinder is 4.9 inches, the inner diameter is

S.0.752 inches, and the thickness of the cell wall is 0.5 Inches. The upper and
lower anvils are also made of hardened steel. The confining cylinder sits on a
base made of hard ribber. The lengths of the anvils and the thickness of the
"base are chosen such that the test specimen sits in the middle of the cell.

SR-4 strain gages are glued to the t .side of the test cell to measure the
hoop strain. The hoop strain is related to the internal pressure exerted by the
test specinen on the steel zell by the equation

2 2
"E b -a)

2 " 2IR

2,5
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where a and b are the inner and outer rddii of the test cell, E is the elastic

modulus of the test cell material, ER 'is the hoop strain, and q is the radial
stress exerted by the test specimen on the test cell.

A tight fit must exist uetween the test specimen and the walls of the test
cell. Since it is necessary to mesiure these properties as a function of temper-
ature, test specimens were machined to a variety of diameters near 0.752
inches. Then, by calculating a dimensional change for a specified temperature

S change, a specimen of the proper diameter can be chosen, placed in the test cell,
and heateO to the aesired test temperature in the conditioning box. Since the
thermal coefficients of expansion of Coup B and TNT are greater that that of
steel, this procedure enables the test specimen to come into contact with the
"walls of the steel test cell. Thermocouples are attached to various locations on
the test cell, on the anvils, and on the metal parts in contact with the test
fixture. Thm experiment is carried out when all of the thermocouples indicate
that thermal eqtiilibrium has been attained.

In order to minimize binding and friction inside the test cell, the entire
test specimen is coated with a thin film of graphite powder before being placed
in the cell. The effects of friction on the measured yield, strength and elastic
constants are discussed belov in another section.

When the test cell and test specimen reach thermal equilibrium at the

A• desired temperature, the test fixture is brought into contact with the upper
platen and a load versus time profile is progroased into the computer and applied
to the specimen.

At lob rates the apparatus is capable of applying a constant load or dis-
placement rate. At such rates, the initial acceleration Is not significant.

'I However, when the apparatus is driven to its maximum poss~ble velocity, the
acceleration and deceleration could be a significant portion of the total pro-
file. In order to avoid deceleration problems, the apparatus is overdriven,
i.e., a load or displacement higher than necessary to achieve yield or failure is
programmed into the computer. The load or displacement versus time curve
obtained from such an experiment does not have a constant slope. A typical
example of a load versus time curve used in the triaxial experiments is shown i,.
"figure 6. The load rises rapidly until & plateau is reached at approximately

" 16,000 pounds. This profile has been designed so that the event under study
i.e., yielding of the specimen, has taken place at an axial load less than the

% plateau value of 16,000 pounds.

% Sample Preparation

Composition B and TNT casts werc made by pouring the molten material (TNT)
either into a 115 mm split mold (see fig. 7) or into cardboard cylinders. The
casts were cut as described below and machined to the desired sample dimensions
and tolerances. The material was x-ray radiographed after casting ard recast or
diicarded if there were significant cracks, voids, or porosity. All samples were
also radiographed after machining.

6
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Composition B, as obtained from the manufacturing plant (Holston), was cast
"into the 105 on split *old. Some difficulty was experienced in obtaining a
good" cast, i.c., sufficiently defect free, and this vatertal was cast or recast

several times until a cast of only borderline acceptability for mechanical
properties measurements was obtained. The split mold and riser were pre-heated
on a steam table, the Comp B was poured at 820., the filled mold was wrapped in
insulation, and a steam-heated probe was inserted into the top to prevent rapid
and localized solidification. Military grade TNT, as obtained from the sanufac-
turing plant, (Volunteer) was cast with procedures similar to those for Coop B,
except the oouring temperature was 76"C. In this case, the quality of the cast
"was poor and recasting was necessary to obtain only borderline acceptability.

"In addition, two variations of Comp 9 type formulations were cast. These
are designated Coap B I (cyclotol) and Coup 5 Il and Inrormation on these are
given in table 1. Coup B I differs from Coop B because of purified TNT and the
absence cf wax. Coop B 11 differs from Coup B because fine (Grade G) RDX was
used rather than the course (Grade A) RDX. In table I the compositions are given
including the cyclotetramethyene tetranitramine (1MX) content as determined by
high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC), as - fraction .. RDX for the two
lots. The particle size distribution of tho !ZX as determined by passage through
sieves of *arlous sizes and the smlting points of the TNT are also given. What-
ever purification of TNT that was accomplished by recrystallization did not
influence the melting temperature.

These two forms of Coup B were cast in the 105 - split mold following
approximately the same proceedure given above for Coap B and TNT. In addition, a
"vacuum was applied to these melts for about 12 minutes and the filled mold of
Coup B T! was vibrated for 12 seconds. The pour temperature was 80" for Coup 5 1
and 92" for Cfsmp B '1 because of the higher viscosity (smaller RDX particle
size). An accept.hle quality cast of Coup B 11 was obtained on the first attempt
but several attempts were necessary to obtain a borderline quality cast of Coup B
"I. The latter is to be excepted because of the supposedly purified TNT and the
absence of wax.

The casts obtained from the split mold were cut into sections as indicated
in figure 7. The sections were then further cut and machined into cvlindrical

N! samples with axes either parallel (V) to the cast axis (vertical) or plrpendicu-
"lar (T) to this axis (transverse). The samples were cut as shown In figure 7 and
labeled according to section with a V or T as above e.g, 3V or 4T. The samples
"were machined into right circular cylinders 1.5 inches long with ends flat and
parallel to approximately + 0.002 inches. Samples with a range of diameters were
"actually obtained and these were used to make confined cylinder measurements at
various temperatures.

* Composition B and TNT were also cast by pouring molten explosive into card-

board cylindrical tubes both 5 inches in diameter and length and 5 inches in
diameter and 13 inches in length. One sample was obtained from each of the amal-
ler casts and the larger cast was cut up and samples prepared in much the same
manner as the casts from the 105 me split mold except that the axes of most sam-

- ples obtained in this way were aligned parallel to the mold axis. In general,
samples obtained in this way were of better quality than samples obtained from
the split mold and the best samples were obtained from the smaller casts.

7



RESULTS

Composition B

Uniaxial Experiments

"Standard Comp B samples, some of which were cast in the 105 am split
mold and others which were cast In smaller cardboard tubes, were measured in
uniaxial compresssion. The specimens from the split mold were measured at a rate
of 1.5 sec-1 and R teuperature of 239C to study the effects of position and
"orientation. The specimens from the smaller cardboard tube were measured at
rates of 1.4 sec-1 and 6.7 x 10-4 sec 1l and at 23, 40, and 60"C. In all of these
experiments axial stress and strain were measured and a modulus was calculated
from the slope of the stress versus strain curve. Typical stress versus strain
"curves are given In figure 8 and photographs of typical sample fragments after
failure are given in figures 9. The latter indicate a brittle shear type of
failure. The deviation of the fracture surfaces from the 45 degree plane
indicates the effect of flaws, e.g., cracks and also possible end effects, i.e.
nonfrictionless contact between the crossheads and the sample surfaces.

The results of the uniaxial properties versus position and orientation
are shown in table 2. One specimen each from sections two through six was
measured. The orientation Is indicated by a V for vertical or a T for transverse
(see fig. 7). The specimen from section three had a very low compressiveI. strength which was probably due to a flaw in the specimen. The density of this
specimen was smaller than the average density for this cast but this measurement
cotuld not be repeated because the other samples from this section were used for
other measurements. The properties of the other four eections show very little
"difference, thus suggesting that for this cast the compressive strength is inde-
pendent of position and orientation. The average compressive strength is 3260 +

b ** 150 psi, the average strain at 6 failure is 0.65 + 0.10Z, and the average elasti'c
m.' modulus is (0.60 + 0.02) x 10 psi. Position-and orientation dependence have
been found by othe•r for low rate measurements,1

"The results of uniaxial measurements on Coup 5 cast In small tubes are
given in table 3 and figure 10 for two strain rates and three temperatures. The
low rate compressive strength data agree well with the data of Costain and Motto
(ref 3) as a function of temperature and the high rate compressive strength at
23*C is in rough Agreement with the results of Clark and Schmitt (ref 2). These
results indicate that the uniaxial compressive strength decreases with increasing
temperature and decreasing strain rate. Clark and Schmitt also report a decreas-
ing compressive strength with decreasing rate (ref 2).

D. Georgevich, private communication.
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Both Clark and Schmitt (ref 2) and Costain and W-tto (ref 3) report
moduli which are significantly larger (a factor of two or more) than values
reported here at 23"C. Smaller strains at failure are also reported by these

S-investigators. The methods of sample preparation and the quality of the samples
used by these investigators are unknown. In addition, the procedures for obtain-
Ing the moduli, e.g., initial tangent or secant methods are not given. In this
work the stress strain curves are linear almost to failure (see fig. 1) and the
moduli are determined by, the slope of the linear region. The load cell and LVDT
used in this work are calibrated annually by the manufacturer and have shown no
significant changes over several years. The LVDT was also checked against a
"machinist type dial indicator gauge between calibrations and no discrepancies
were found.

Triaxial Experiments

Dee on Position and Orientation in Cast. Samples of Standard
'Cosp B ma split sold casts and from the smaller cardboard

"tube casts were studied in tria.ial loading using the confined cylinder geometry
illustrated in figure 2 and discuesed above. The axial stress, aa, and the axial
strain, EA, were measured and the radial stress, OR' was calculated as indicAted
above. A typical curve of -i versus oA at 353C is given in figure 3 showing the
linear nonyield region at low o and the linear yield region at higher cA.
Poisson's ratio was obtained from the slope in the nonyield range using equation
6 and the yield strength was obta.ned by the Intercept method as illustrated in
figure 3 and discussed in t-nothor section. A typical curve of oA versus 9A at
35e C is given in figure 4 also showing the linear nonyield region at low uA, and
the yield region at higher GA. The modulus E (Young's modulus) was obtained from
the linear region using equation 7. Measurements were made to determine the
yield strength, Y, the modulus, 9, and Poisson's ratio, v, as a function of
position ayd orientation in the split mold cast at a strain rate of approximately
1.5 zec and at a temperature of 35*C. Measurements were also made as a
function _1 temiperature betwetn 20"C and 75"C at straia rates of approximately
6.7 x 10 sec and 1.5 sec The latter measurements were made on samples
obtainad from cardboard tube casts.

Y, E, and v are given in table 4 and figures 11 and 12 as a function of
position and orientation at 35°C and at the high rate of loading. The uniaxial
compressive strength and the modulus as obtained in uniaxial compression are also
included in figures 11 and 12 for comparison purposes. The angle p, table 4, is
the angle which the straight line for the yield region makes with the GA axis
(see fig. 3). This angle is a measure of the effect of friction. An angle of
45" would indicate no friction while the amount of deviation from 45* is a
measure of the amount of friction (see appendix).

The constants E and v show no correlation with either position or orien-
taticn. The triaxial measurements of E are in excellant agreement with the value
"of 0.6 0+ 0.2 x 106 psi obtained from uniaxial compression measurements. The
average v'alue of v is 0.34 + 0,02.

9



There is no definitive dependence of Y on position or orientation.Is However, transverse samples cut from sections three and four show considerably
more scatter in yield strength than samples cut from other sections and the
average value is higher than the values from other sections. The average yield
strength for aUl vertically cut samples is 6900 + 400 psi. Thus, these results
suggest bnt do not confirm that the yield streigth may be somewhat higher for
transverse cut samples and/or samples cut from the middle sections of the cast.
"The average yield strength for this cast for all samples measured is 7,100 psi
while the average uniaxial compressive strength is 3,260 psi. Thuj, the ratio of

.... yield strength to compressive strength is approximately 2.2 at 35 C for a vtrain
- rate of 1.5 sec" 1 .

- Dependence on Temperature and Strain Rate. Samples obtained from the
cardboard mold casts were investigated as a function of temperature between 20"C
and 75"C. Two strain rates were used, a low strain rate of 6.7 x 10 4 sec-1 to
determine quasi static information for modeling cast cooling and thermal cycling

•J :nd a higher strain rate of approximately 1.5 sec-1 to S'-ve information pertinent
to modeling in the artillery launch time frame.

The low rate or quasi statlc results are summarized in table 5 and
figures 13,. 14, and 15. The general trend with increasing temperature is a
decrease in Y and E and an increase in v. While the decrease in Y with Increas-
ing temperature is quite marked (see fig. 13) the decrease in 9 is small for the

-. temperature range considered. Thq increase in v with temperature is also small
(see fig. 15).

Clark and Schmitt (ref 4) report a decrease in E and a small increase in
v with increasing temperature as determined by quasi sta•tlc uniaxial compression.
The results given In table 3 also indicate that 9 decreases with increasing tea-
perature for uniaxial compression. With increasing temperature, decreases in the
yield strength and stiffness, 9, and increases in lateral movement, and so v are

"L expected.

The higher rate data is summarized in table 6 and figures 16, 17, and
"18. The results are similar to the results for low rate. With Increasing tem-
perature, Y decreases significantly, E decreases but there is considerable scat-
"ter In the data and v increases slightly. While the data of Clark and Schmitt
(ref 4) also suggest a decrease in Y with increasing temperature, the temperature
range, number of measurements and scatter in the data are too great to make con-
clusions regarding this temperature dependence from their results. In figure 17
the values if E obLained from triaxial experiments using samples from the 105 mm
split mold and values from uniaxial compression are also plotted. Within a
rather large scatter in the data the values of E from the two sources are in

S-agreement. The reason for the large scatter in the values of E is not understood
at this time, but undoubtedly is dependent on sample perfection.

Clark and Schmitt (ref 4) determined E and v as a function of tempera-
ture in quasi static uniaxial compression by using strain gaugea samples, Umlt-
"ing stresses to values much lees than the failure stress and making measurements

"- on one sample at several temperatures. A waiting time was allowed between
measurements at a given temperature to allow reversible residual strain recovery.

10



While there is also considerable scatter in their data, the results for any one
sample clearly show a decrease of E with increasing temperature. An increase of
v with temperature was also found but the values at higher temperature (50"C) are
larger than values reported here and values close to 0.5 are indicat.d.

A comparison of the data for quasi-static or low-rate conditions with
that for the higher rate indicates, as already noted, the same general trend as a
"function of temperature for both rates. However, the results suggest that the
yield strength at higher rate is somewhat greater than the yield strength at the
low rate. This can be seen by a comparison of figures 13 and 16. Because of
scatter in the data this conclusion is only tentative. It is clear that the
"uniaxial compressive strength is more rate dependent then the yield strength (see
figs. 10, 13, and 16). Young's modulus, as determined from triaxial measure-
smets, is also somewhat lower for the low rate than for the hIgh rate (compare
figs. 14 and 17). From the data of table 3, Young's modulus, as determined from
uniaxial compression experiments, is also lower at the lower rate than at the
higher rate. Again, however, the scatter in the data gives some uncertainty to
th~.s conclusion. While the values of Poisson's ratio at low rate are at all
temperatures slightly lower than the values at the higher rite (see figs. 15 and
18), the differences are probably n't significant. The results of Clark and
Schmitt also Indicate a laraer E at a higher rate but here also the scatter in
the data ts too great for conclusions to be made. The scatter in their reported
values of v are much too great to determine a rate dependence.

Variations of Compogition B

Unlaxial Experiments

The two lots of samples of nonstandard Qimp B, Lie., Comp B I and Comp B
II (see table 1), whicht 1 ere cast in the 105 = split molds, were compressed at a
strain rate of 1.5 sec and at room tempevature to investigate the effects of
position and orientation on the compressive strength and the elastic modulus.
Figures 19 and 20 show the results of these experiments. The ordinate is the
compressive strength and the abscissa is the location along the axis of the 105
mm split mold from which the saaples were takeir. A T indicates that the cylin-
drical samples were cut with axis transverse or perpe.dicular to the shell (cast)

. axis while the V indicates vertical or parallel co the axis. Section 1 corres-
"ponds to the nose of the shell, the end at which the material was pouted, and
section 6 is the base of the shell (see fig. ;').

.. The compressive strength of samples taken from a cast of Comp B II which
contained fine RDX, military grade TNT, and wax showed some dependence on posi-
tion, while the strengths of camples taken from a cast of Comp B I which con-
tained RDX, recrystallized TNT, and no wax, showed a much greater dependence on
position. The compressive strengths of samples taken from the base were approxi-
mately 50% higher than for samples taken from the nose. From the available data
and from the way samples were taken it was not possible to determine differences

- . between samples cut vertical or transverse to the axis. However, other previous
I. o
•.•-.
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work hat show, differences not only between vertIcal and transverse samples, but
also between samples taken frou the top and bottom of a cast. 2  This
investigation Zound that the trarsverse smples are stronger than the vertical
samples. In addition, samples taken frou the bottom of the cast were stronger

* '•-, than samples frow the top oi the cast.

related The differencee in compressive strengths between the two casts may be
" related to the differences in compositions and possibly cast quality. Coarse RDX
may tend to settle out more rapidly while the cast Is cooling, thus causing a
gradient in the RDX concentration largar than in the fins RDX cast. The varia-
tion in strength with poeition can then be caused by concentration gradients of
RDX. Since TNT it weaker than Coup 3, it it reasonable to say that up to a
limit, compressive strength should increase with RDX concentration. Also, it is
more likely that imperfections in the cast, such as piping voids or air bubbles,
would be toward the top of the cast. Orientational effects on compressive
strength can be caused by anisotropic crystallite formation of the TNT. Also,
"military grade TNT has small concentrations cf Impurities such as mononitro-
toluene (MNT), which are thought to act as plasticiers. A low level of IT along

"" with the absence of wax, would tend to make the cast more brittle and the com-
pressive strength possibly higher, and would cause difficulties in casting, as
mentioned previously.

It is also significant to note that the average compressive strengths of
both Coup 3 I and Coup B 11 are higher than the compressive strengths of standard
Coop B (see table 2). These results suggest that the finer RDX particles and/or
the higher TNT purity and absence of wax both increase the compressive strength.
The lack of positional devendence of the compressive strength for the standard
Coup B suggests insignificant concentration gradients and a better quality cast.
Tvhe Uatter was observed by x-ray radiography.

Triaxial Experiments

The yield strengths of Coup B I and Ccxp B II were measured using the
triaxial loading technique described above. The yield strengths were found to be
approxim.tely 301 higher for both of these Coup B's than the values obtained
ising standard Comp B. However, the sa-atter in r'.e data Is also large, auggest-
ing that there were differences in the samples. Additional experiments are
necessary to resolve this matter.

2 D. Georgevich, private communication.
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TNT

. Uniaxial Exp.-'.!-.ntb

Expe;iments af.mlar to those performed on Coop B were performed on TNT.
These experiments were performed to determine the effects of adding RDX and wax
to TNT to make Coup B. In addition, TNT is an Important macerial by itself.

, Milittary grade TNT was cast in the 105 = split sold and in cardboard tubes.
- Measurements were made as a function of position and orientation, and as a

function of temperature and strain rate as for Coup B.

Samples were studied in uniaxial compression as a function of position
and orientation and a typical stress/strain curve is given in figure 21. This

*- curve is to be compared to figure 1 for Coup A. The modulut and aa are lower for

.4 TNT. a_ and I are given as a function of position and orientation in table 7 and
jfigure 22 and 23. From the results, it is concluded that there is no obvious

dependence of a or E on position or orientation for this cast of TNT ',thin the
limitations of 6he data.

The limited data as a function of temperature and rate are summarized in
table 8 and figure 24. a decreases as temperature is increased at both rates.
There is also an increase of am for all three temperatures as the rate is
"Increased. Both the temperature and rate dependencies are the same as for Coup
B. The low rate data is in agreement with the results of Costain and Motto (ref
3). While there is considerable scatter in the modulus - values, E does decrease
as temperature is increased and does increase as rate is increased as shown in
table 8. Although the E values, as determined in 'this work, are swaller than the
values reported by Clark and Schmitt (ref 4) the temperature dependence is simi-
lar.

Triaxial Experiments

Samples of TNT were studied in triaxial compression as a function of
" position and orientation as were samples of Coup B. Typical aA versus OR and CA
versu. curves are riven in figures 25 and 26. The results are sum4asrized in
"table 9, and figures 22 and 23. These data indicate little or no dependence of
Y, E, or v on position or orientation within the limits of scatter of results.
"In addition, the modul: as obtained from uniaxial measurements, &re in agreement
with the values obtained from triaxial measurements. The oA versus cA curve as
"given in figure 26, indicates a region of plastiv: flow as evidenced by the ten-
dency to plateau after the linear elastic region. This 'plastic flow* region may
be due to the collapse of voids during compression. Visual examination of the
TNT samples before compression indicates considerable porosity. Comp B gave
similar CA versus EA curves at high temperature.

From the data, it can be concluded that the compressive and yiela
"strengths and the moduli for TNT are smaller than similar values for Comp B. The

":* values of Poisson's ratio for TNT are the same or slightly larger than values
obtained for Comp B. Thus the addition of 60% RDX (and 1% wax) to TN4T to make

13
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Co•op B has the effect of stiffening the material since the moduli of Coup B are
greater than the moduli of TNT. In addition, the uniaxial compressive strength

X sfd the triaxial yield strength are increased by this addition of RDX, thus
* •indicating that RDX makes the material stronger.

The ratio of the triaxial yield strength to the uniaxial compressive
strength for TNT is approximately 1.7. This ratio for Coup B was found to be
approximately 2.2. Within the precision of the data this ratio is not strongly
affected by the addition of 60% RDX. The yield strengths reported by Clark and
"Scheitt (refs 2 and 5) are larger than the values reported here as is the case
"for Coup B. This difference suggests a systematic error. The vý,4uli reported by
Clark and Schmitt are too scattered to be compared with the results reported

. ... here. The temperature and rate dependencies, as given by table 8 &nd figure 24,
exhibit the same trends as given above for Coup B and are most probably dul to
the sam causes.

.9' DISCUSSION

Position and Orienzation Dependence

For one cast each (from split mold) the values )f comprassive strength ( and
Young's modulus for Coup 5 and TNT wre found to ;e, within the scatter o? the

* data, independent of position and orientation of the sample in the cast before
cutting. These result& indicate homogeneous casts. The results for Coup 5 then

* . suggest that RDX has not settled to give a significant gradient of RDX concentra-
tion versus positior.

The dependence of oa on position for Comp I I and Comp I 11 indicates the
type of results obtained from a nonuniform cast of explosive. As indicated
above, the dependence of on on position my be due to gradients of RDX concentra-
tion.

Temperature and Rate De-penlence

The compressive strength, on, the yield strength, Y, and Young's modulus, E,
were found to increase as temperature decreased although there is considerable
scatter in the data particularly in the modulus results. Poisson's ratio, v, vas
"found to increase slightly with increasing temperature as the temperature
aporoached the melting point. It-addition, 0 and Y were found to be higher at

- the4 high _sprain rate (c- 1.5 sec ) than the values at low strain rav-e (c- 6.7 x
10 ec ).

As temperature increased, the modulus decreased as noted. Thus, the decrease
"-. of an with increasing temperature may at least in part be attributed to a

"decrease in the critical stress for crack movement thro.gh the dependence on
modulus (ref 5). The scatter in the modulus data is too great to give the

14
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functional deperdence of modulus on temperature. The surface energy of a cr.ack
may also decrease with increasing temperature and so account for sow of t,.-
decrease of a.2. The temperatLtre dependence of the yield strength may be due to
"the unpinning' of dislocations or to other theruial barriers to dislocarion motion
"and generation (ref 6). The decrease of the mtdulus with increasing temperature
may be due to a softening of the lettice with increasing temperature. The tea-
perature dependence of Poisson's ratio is due to the same factors.

-. The increase of and Y with increasing rate are typical of viscoelastic
materials (ref 7). Ah1le Coop B is not a polymeric material, relaxation procs-
'se may give the same results. The dependence of these quantities on teaperature
is also the same as for viscoelastic materials. Additional work is required to
give the temperature and rate dependencies more precisely.

The limited measurements on TNT samples indicate that TNT has the same depen-
dencies on temperature and rate as Coup B. The compressive strength, the yield
strength, and the modulus are all smaller for TNT than for Coup B, thus
iadicating that 60% RDX in TNT strengthens and stiffens the material. Finally,
it should be noted that crack propagation may be hindered at RDX particles and
thus increase a. for Coup B relative to TNT.

Friction

i Friction can influence the results of these experiments. For example, in
uniaxial compression there are frictional forces between the sample ends and the
platens of the apparatus. Thus, the sample ends are not in simple uniaxial com-
"pression. It Is assumed in this work that thece end effects are not Important
and that the stresses become effectively uniaxial compresaive stresses at short
distance from the ends and that the samples fail in compression.

In triaxial compression the primary influence of friction will be because of

the interaction between the sample side wall and tht inner surfaces of the con-
fining cylinder. While graphite was applied to these surfaces the effect of
friction could only be minimized. The effects of friction are considered in the
appendix. The results are that the yield strength as determined by the intercept

, ýT method Is independent of friction, but the slopes of the OR versus aA curve in
the elastic and the yield regions are decreased by friction. The slopes of the
"curves in the yield region are found to be lesm than one, indicating that
friction is present. However, the values of v and E were calculated neglecting
friction. The corrections for friction are small and are neglected because of
the large scatter in the values of v and especially of E.

15
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Table I. Composition of Coup B I and Coop B II

I
Coop II Coap B II

RDX 602 Grade A (course) 59.42 Crade C (Fine)
TNT 402 Recrystallied Military Grade 39.6% Military Grade

(Purified)
Wax None 1,0% Petrolite (ES-670)
HMX 7.42 (of RDX) 9.32 (of RDX)

RDX PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Grade A Grade G

Sieve number 2 passage passage

20 1002 1002
"50 93.6 97.0

100 34.4 66.8
200 11.0 56.5

, 325 0

T.T Recrystallized Military Grade

. TNT Melting Point 82.S0C 82.5SC

Table 2. Summary ot Coup 5 uniaxial compression data versus position
and orientation - high strain rate

I p Temperature Cm E x 106

Sample (glC23) (00 fsi (psi)
2V 1.694 23 3050 0.54 0.63

4T 1.695 23 3260 0.65 0.59
1 5V 1.693 23 3400 0.78 0.57

6V 1.691 23 3200 0.63 0.60

I'
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Table 3. Summary of uniaxial Coup B compression data versus
temperature and strain rate

Sample p Temperature om cS E x106 C
(g/cX3 ) ('c) (Si) (2) (Pat) sec-

" C-16 23 1680 0.49 0.36 6.67 x 10-4

C-20 40 1330 0.41 0.37 6.67 x 10"4
4C-9 40 1330 0.41 0.36 6.67 2 IP-z

. C-14 60 880 0.40 0,26 6.67 x 10-4
A-13 60 1140 6.67 x 10-
"A-I1 60 820 0.31 0.26 6.67 x 10"
"C-17 1.682 23 2970 0.53 0.62 1.43
C-19 1.680 40 2050 0.53 0.43 1.43
C-15 1.685 60 2140 0.48 0.48 1.43
A-14 60 1840 0.35 1.43

"Table 4. Summary of Coup 3 triaxial compression data versus
position and orientation

T - 35C. and Rfih Strain Rate

P Y Xx 106
SaMPle (glen,) Si) (psi) V (degrees)

i I-T 1.689 7100 0.51 0.34 40.0
2-V 1.692 63)0 0.63 0.35 40.7
2-V 1.698 6800 0.67 0.34 39.1
2-V 1.694 7400 0.55 0.36 42.4
3-T 1.6'5 7000 0.64 0.35 42.9
3-T 1.6-7 9qOO 0.61 0.35 43.0
A-T 1.697 4000 0.56 0.37 36.4
"4-T 1.697 8600 0.65 0.30 41.9

5-V 1.701 7000 0.66 0.34 40.1
6-V 1.697 7000 0.62 0.33 39.5
6-V 1.691 7100 0.47 0.35 39.4
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Table 5. Summary of Coup B triaxial compression
data versus temperature - low strain rate

Temperature y E x 106
Sample (00 (psi) (psi) V (degrees)

9-2 20 6100 0.46 0.30 41.5
9-1 25 6100 - 0.29 40.65-2 30 5300 0.36 0.33 42.4
2-2 36 6700 0.70 0.32 42.8
2-3 36 4800 0.63 0.32 42.625-1 45 4700 0.40 0.34 41.6

25-3 45 5400 0.45 0.33 42.220-1 50 4400 0.38 0.33 41.2
14-1 50 4600 0.35 0.33 41.520-3 60 4600 0.39 0.34 43.216-1 70 2600 0.30 0.36 43.224-1 70 3100 0.34 0.35 43.2
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Table 6. Sumary of Comp B triaxial compresoion data
versus temperature - high stra.n rate

Temperature Y E x 106
Sample ('C) (psi) (psi) V (degrees)

A-16 22 8200 0.69 0.34 43.1
4-1 30 6900 0.55 0.37 41.0

27-3 30 6900 - 0.35 42.2
7-1 30 7900 0.58 0.30 40.2
9-3 30 7200 (.69 0.33 40.0
"8-2 30 5800 - - 41.1
2-1 38 7400 0.80 0.34 42.4
A-15 40 6500 0.53 0.32 40.6
A-12 40 5900 0.74 0.32 41.4
2-2 43 6300 0.63 0.35 40.7

14-3 45 6500 0.48 0.37 42.2
B-15 50 5000 0.61 0.35 41.1

21-1 50 6200 - 0.35 41.11
18-3 55 5200 0.49 0.38 42.6
B-14 60 4500 0.63 0.35 40.9
B-11 60 3700 0.58 0.33 40.3
B-1 60 4400 0.65 0.34 40.7

19-3 70 3000 0.54 0.35 40.4
28-3 70 4000 0.52 0.36 '41.q
29-1 70 3600 0.57 0.35 39.8
12-1 70 4200 0.50 0.39 43.3
12-3 70 3800 0.40 0.40 43.2
"C-18 75 2200 0.40 0.36 40.6

28-1 75 3000 0.50 0.37 42.6
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Table 7. Sumary of TNT uniaxial compression data versus
,q position and orientation - high strain rate

,01 04 CM 9 x 10

.4Sample (pz (Pat)A
IT 1710 0.68 0.35
2V 1940 0.49 0.56
3T 1860 0.57 0.42
4T 770 0.30 0.42
5V 1640 0.58 0.43
6V 2080 0.57 0.49

Table 8. Summary of TNT ,diaxual compression data versus
temperature and strain rate

Temperature o9 c* K x 10x
Sample ('C) ( (sec 1)

14 23 2480 0.56 0.46 1.5
16 42 940 0.58 0.16 1.5
7 40 1760 0.50 0.46 1.5

10 60 1160 0.54 0.23 1.5
11 23 960 0.45 0.25 6.7 x 10-4
18 40 500 0.50 0.13 6.7 x 10_4

6 40 740 0.38 0.18 6.7x 10_4
9 60 500 0 41 0.14 6.7 x 10_4

17 60 500 - - 6.6 x 10-4
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Table 9.' Summary of TNT triaxial compression data versus
position and orientation - high strain rate

Temperature Y E x 106

Sample (OC) (psi) (psi) V (degrees)

1-T 35 3800 0.51 0.35 41.5
2-V 35 3300 0.40 0.39 39.5
2-V 45 3300 0.32 0.38 41.4
3-T 35 3100 0.51 0.36 39.8
4-T 45 2800 0.36 0.39 40.3
5-V 35 3100 0.40 0.36 41.2
6-V 21 3200 0.50 0.35 38.4
6-V 35 3200 0.37 0.38 41.0
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.?.. *CYLINDER LENGTH : 4.0"
INNER RADIUS = 0.376', ,OUTER RADIUS = 0.875"
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Figure 2. Confined cylinder triaxial experimental set up
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Consider a cylindrical sample with graphite on the surfaces and confinad by
a steel cylinder. Assume a coefficient of friction between the steel and the
specimen f <( 1. Further assume that symetry exists about the mid plaut! a!,•
indicated below.

x ~2 >

F F

-- M aax -
am

a m: : 4. 
, -F f x

F
rx

Consider a slab of specimen at one end' of thickness x as indicated in the
figure. The frictional forces are designated as Ffx and are a function of the
distance x from the end. Because of the frictional forces the axial and radial
forces will also be a function of this distance x. Cousideration of the slab as
a free body gives directly

xra- Fax- !Ffx-mf* 2xr dx.

0

where ram and a are the force and stress at the end, Fax and oax are the force

and stress at the position x and Ffx and *fx are the force and stress resultingfrom friction at position x.

But

orx

where Frx and arx are the force and stress In the radial direction at position x.

In the elastic range

arx = kaax

sotat inf ifka
so that fX farxa ax

I$ LBOLASNK L ýw
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and

x
Fa Fax2xrfk f aa dx

0

O Zirfk f • dx

Gaxm xax

2fk d

0

and differentiating

t, 2fk
"d•.ax " dxd

r aaxd

which leads to

-2fk

ý m C

and

-Ifk
oat *m r

j" £ x --

-2fk
0&1 cana -C A 2r

Or I
. 2

k

so

2-2fk
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This is the desired quanity because measurements are made of orj and oca.

Because of friction the slope of the orl versus oam curve is decreased by the
7

factor E-2fk. This factor approaches unity as f*o.

in the yield region the relationship of oax to arx is gIven by the von Mises
condition.

ax" Irxm T

Ofx - farx" f (o -Y]

and again by equating forces

x
F -F i2x %frf (o -T)dx

am .ax 0 a

and

Gam - oax I I (oax-Y)dx
r0

By taking derivatives

2f

- d ra (ox-Y) dx

Let

O€ - Oax- Y

dajx -dky~x

and so

-o,-2.f O;x dx
doa" rad
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-- 2f--x --C

am

• •and

Oax- -Zfr
yr

-2fx

ax -Y (a -Y) •

ax a

and

-2fx
22

&2=Y + (a"-Y) C

and If

I -2r

-2f
Oat Y + (oas-Y) C

and from

a 2 r

y y+ (a -y) -2f U

-2f -2f

which is of the form

OSMS - Uri - B YS.

2
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This Is the same form as the experimental relationship. In particular for
the intercept when

a S-YS

am
am

Further, the slope is

S - C-2f

which is less than one but approaches unity as friction goes to zero.
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